Welcome to the 2014 Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship Research Colloquium @RMIT
Wednesday 26 November to Friday 28 November, 2014
Hosted by the RMIT University School of Management, 445 Swanston St, Melbourne
Swanston Academic Building, Building 80, Level 11, Room 06

The 2014 Research Colloquium is an intimate conversation among a community of social innovation and entrepreneurship scholars. Over three days, you will have the opportunity to:

* Present innovative work that deeply investigates key research issues
* Probe the boundaries of current understanding and thinking
* Develop further research agendas and debates
* Strengthen the academic foundations of this field.

Program and Speakers
The program has a list of participants’ email address and country of origin. Abstracts, bios and photos of all participants are available for you to view ahead of time.

Useful information
The Research Colloquium will be held in the Swanston Academic Building 80.11.6
Luggage can be stored in the secure seminar rooms if required.
A Wifi access code will be provided

About Melbourne, weather etc
Taxi transfers from the airport are expensive - at least $55-60 depending on time of day.
A SkyBus transfer is available directly from the airport to Southern Cross station $18pp. Buses leave every 10 minutes and the transfer is relatively comfortable. Buy tickets online or in the arrival hall, see http://www.skybus.com.au/

Public transport is relatively good in central Melbourne compared with other Australian cities. You can view connections through the Victorian public transport site - it is a bit clunky but it lets you find connections if you persist:

An interactive site for Melbourne information
Or link to www.visitvictoria.com

Melbourne weather is changeable. Up to date information for Melbourne weather can be found at http://www.bom.gov.au/vic/forecasts/melbourne.shtml or the Australia weather map http://www.bom.gov.au/australia/satellite/?ref=ftr

An interactive travel planner for Melbourne transport can be found at www.ptv.vic.gov.au

Queries about the arrangements? Please get in touch!
Kerrie Mould can answer general questions on the program, Melbourne etc
kerrie.mould@rmit.edu.au
(03) 9925 1464